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Greetings, my friends, the word greetings come from the Egyptian Culture, meaning infinite 
divine God. Not too many people on your planet, and especially in the area where you live, 
know the real meaning of greetings. 
 
I come to you for the first time through the instrument. For I have tried many times in the past 
and it [he] has not been open to my rate of vibration. I come as what you might term a high 
teacher or perhaps one of the masters. 
 
At this time we are leaving the channel open for any questions pertaining to things that you 
do not understand, concerning the gifts of the Spirit, and the workings of Spirit. Make your 
question very fast, for we will cover all subjects as far as we can while the energy is very 
high. Starting with the person to the left of the instrument that is talking and going round the 
room. Please be brief with your questions. 
 
Q. Is there a minimum time between reincarnations? 
A. No, there is not. It is your choice. You will know when to reincarnate or to continue on 
this side. 
 
Q. When we pass over, how long will our control stay with us to guide and help us on the 
other side? 
A. If you use your calendar of time measurement it would be approximately two and one half 
months. 
 
Q. Who built the first pyramid? 
A. The first pyramids were not built in Egypt as you might think. But in another part of the 
world which you would term Central America. And they were built by a race of people, that 
did not originate on the plant earth, but originated in another galaxy. After the pyramids were 
built, they decided that the planet earth was not for them, as it was too primitive and they 
could not teach the savages, as they called them. They could not educate the people so they 
chose to return back to their own planet. And it is these people from the other planet that are 
now coming back into the atmosphere of your planet earth. Does that clarify that? 
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Q. What information can yo give us on Stonehenge? 
A. The information that you are trying to seek concerns a time clock. It was built by a race of 
people similar to the ones that came to the earth plane thousands of years ago, according to 
your calendar of time measurement. It was built at a time when the people living on the earth 
plane were far ahead of technology, than the people that you have living there now . The 
secret of Stonehenge will come to the surface before another 15 years of your time goes by. 
There is a time capsule that will be discovered. Once it has been broken down and deciphered 
your people will have the answer and be amazed at why it was put there and how. 
 
Q. What is causing the noises along the Atlantic Coast and in England? 
A. The noises that you are concerned about are caused by space ships as you might call them. 
For the people come from another planet and are coming into your atmosphere.  
They are coming into your atmosphere so rapidly, what it is causing a wall of air similar to a 
sonic boom as you might know. And this causes this boom or explosion sound to touch the 
shores of your world. Within a short period of time your people will know where these are 
coming from. There will be contact. 
 
Q. Is Taylor Caldwell’s book [Romance of Atlantis] an accurate description of the people? 
A. It is quit accurate to the details for the Spirit people that lived there during this time have 
been working through this man to bring the truth of his particular era. You will read and 
know a great deal about this, as time goes by. Something has already been discovered on your 
earth plane which will lead scientists to find the rest of the city of Atlantis. The city of 
Atlantis is buried under sand and the sand is covered with water. Within a period of ten years, 
according to your measurement to time, you will know about this. It will become the most 
important find in all the world. 
 
Q. Does all time exist at once and happens at the same time and that you can reincarnate back 
into the past? 
A. Yes, it is true. It is difficult to explain in your terms so that you might be able to 
understand it. This is why when you are resting your physical body and are in a dream state 
you can go back into the past and live a certain time all over again. Much will come to the 
surface, from the laboratories pertaining to the information that you are talking about. 
 
Q. A pyramid was found under the waters of the Bermuda triangle. Does this have anything 
to do with all the ships and planes that have disappeared there? 
A. You will soon know that this information is part of an ancient city, that is buried under the 
sand and covered with water. The answer to your question is yes. The secrets to all of this 
will come to the surface within a period of eight years, according to your calendar of time 
measurement. 
 
Before we release the instrument, please tell the instrument not to get discouraged, because 
things have been moving slow in the direction of the building that is to be built. A new dawn 
will be coming soon and great things will change fast around him. 


